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Four best living room wall colors to sell your home faster 

Colors can be added to a room in so many ways. Accessories, furniture, art are some examples 

of bringing in some color which can be changed out on a whim. But when it comes time to select 

a wall color it can be a terrifying decision for a homeowner.  When staging a home to sell, some 

homes need to neutralize the colors but they don’t all have to be “contractor beige.” Here are 

the four best living room wall colors to work with because they can be used in so many spaces. 

 

Edgecomb Gray (HC-173) by Benjamin Moore is a griege (gray and 

warm beige) color to use on your wall. It makes the room feel 

warmer and not the cold gray feeling and works with almost every 

and lightens up a dark living room.  

 

 

 

Revere Pewter (HC-172) by Benjamin Moore has a bit more gray to 

it. If you are not a fan of the “beige” color, then this is your best bet. 

It works well in living rooms and other rooms too and is used by my 

clients not just in the home they are selling but in their future home 

as well. 

 

 

Kilim Beige (SW 6106) is a popular Sherwin Williams color and is a 

very neutral beige color. It has more richness and warmth than your 

basic contractor beige color. Kilim beige is what I actually have 

painted in most of my house because it goes with everything! 

 

 

Popular Gray (SW 6071) by Sherwin Williams is a more subtle gray 

color. If you are looking to have a light, yet warm gray wall paint, 

then you can’t go wrong with this one. 
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The colors here may not show correctly on your computer screen. Be sure to view the paint 

sample in the room you want to paint and with the current lighting. Paint colors will look 

different under fluorescent lighting in the store versus the incandescent lighting you may have 

in your room. Benjamin Moore and Sherwin Williams also have “peel and stick” color swatches 

that range in size from 8 inches by 8 inches or bigger so you don’t have to rely on those itty-bitty 

small samples. 

If you are still not sure, feel free to email me at kasia@bluediamondstaging.com  

 

To selling your home quickly, 

 

 
 

 
Kasia McDaniel 
Home Stager 
Blue Diamond Staging & Design, LLC 
 
 

Need some more staging tips? 

 
 
Not sure which rooms to start staging to get your house 
ready to sell? 
 
Hi I’m Kasia and I created a short webinar where I share the 
4 most important rooms to stage so that you sell your 
house faster. You will learn: 
 
1. Some staging myths (and how I bust them) 
2. Which four rooms to focus on first  
3. Share before and after pictures so you know what the 
room needs to look like 
 
You can download this webinar at any time and watch it 
when you are ready. 
 
Sign up here at: 
www.bit.ly/4importantrooms 
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